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Abstract— The huge amount of tweets posted during a disaster
event includes information about the present situation as well as
the emotions/opinions of the masses. While looking through these
tweets, we realized that a large amount of communal tweets,
i.e., abusive posts targeting specific religious/racial groups are
posted even during natural disasters—this paper focuses on such
category of tweets, which is in sharp contrast to most of the prior
research concentrating on extracting situational information.
Considering the potentially adverse effects of communal tweets
during disasters, in this paper, we develop a classifier to distinguish communal tweets from noncommunal ones, which performs
significantly better than existing approaches. We also characterize
the communal tweets posted during five recent disaster events,
and the users who posted such tweets. Interestingly, we find that
a large proportion of communal tweets are posted by popular
users (having tens of thousands of followers), most of whom are
related to media and politics. Further, users posting communal
tweets form strong connected groups in the social network.
As a result, the reach of communal tweets is much higher than
noncommunal tweets. We also propose an event-independent
classifier to automatically identify anticommunal tweets and
also indicate a way to counter communal tweets, by utilizing
such anticommunal tweets posted by some users during disaster
events. Finally, we develop a real-time service to automatically
collect tweets related to a disaster event and identify communal
and anticommunal tweets from that set. We believe that such
a system is really helpful for government and local monitoring
agencies to take appropriate decisions like filtering or promoting
some particular contents.
Index Terms— Anticommunal tweets, classification, communal
tweets, disasters, microblogs, Twitter.

I. I NTRODUCTION

O

NLINE social media (OSM) such as Twitter and Facebook are today seriously plagued by offensive and
abusive content, such as trolling, cyberbullying, hate speech,
and so on. A lot of research has been carried out in recent
years for automatic identification of different types of offensive
content [1]–[5]. Hate speech can come under several categories
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TABLE I
E XAMPLES OF C OMMUNAL T WEETS P OSTED D URING D ISASTER E VENTS

where people target various attributes such as religion, gender,
sex, ethnicity, nationality, etc., of the target group [6].
Out of different types of hate speech, we in this paper
focus on an especially harmful and potentially dangerous
category—communal tweets, which are directed toward certain
religious or racial communities such as “Hindu,” “Muslims,”
“Christians,” etc. Especially, we study communal tweets that
are posted during times of disasters or emergency situations.
A disaster situation generally affects the morale of the masses
making them vulnerable. Often, taking advantage of such situation, hatred and misinformation are propagated in the affected
region, which may result in serious deterioration of law and
order situation. In this paper, we provide a detailed analysis
of communal tweets posted during disaster situations—such
as automatic identification of such tweets, analyzing the users
who post such tweets—and also suggest a way to counter such
content.
Earlier it has been observed that such offensive tweets are
often posted during man-made disasters like terrorist attacks.
For instance, Burnap and Williams [1] have shown that the
U.K. masses targeted a certain religious community during
Woolwich attack to which the attackers are affiliated. However,
it is quite surprising that in certain geographical regions
such as Indian subcontinent, communal tweets are posted
even during natural disasters such as floods and earthquakes.
Some examples of communal tweets are shown in Table I.
Such kind of communal tweets help in developing hatred
and agnosticism among common masses, which subsequently
deteriorates communal harmony, law and order situation. In the
midst of disaster, this kind of situation is really difficult for
government to handle.
In this paper, we try to identify communal tweets, characterize users initiating or promoting such contents, and counter
such communal tweets with anticommunal posts that ask users
not to spread communal venom. Although there exist prior
works on communal tweet identification, to our knowledge,
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this paper is the first on characterizing communal tweets and
users who post such tweets during disasters, and it tries to find
out how social media platforms are used to spread communal
content even during natural disasters in some regions. Our
major contributions are listed as follows.
1) We develop a simple rule-based classifier using lowlevel lexical and content features to automatically
separate out communal tweets from noncommunal
ones (Section IV). Keeping in mind the limitations
of previous works [1], [7], we develop an eventindependent communal tweet classifier that can be
directly used to filter out communal tweets during
future events. Experiments conducted over tweet streams
related to several disaster events with diverse characteristics show that the proposed classification model
outperforms vocabulary-based approaches [1], [8].
2) After identifying communal tweets, we study the
nature of communal tweets and the users who post
them (Section V). Broadly, we have observed two categories of users: 1) initiators, who initiate communal
tweets and 2) propagators, who retweet communal
tweets posted by initiators or copy the content of other
initiators and post their own tweet with minor changes.
We observe that, alarmingly, a significant section of
communal tweets are posted by some very popular users
who belong to media houses or are in politics. Such
communal tweets are retweeted more heavily compared
with other kinds of tweets. These communal users are
connected via a strong social bond among themselves.
3) Apart from communal tweets, in this paper, we observe
that the tweets posted during disaster events follow
certain specific traits, which can be exploited to counter
adverse effects of communal tweets. After the first-level
classification, we obtained communal and noncommunal
tweets. Further analysis of the noncommunal tweet set
reveals that a small number of users post anticommunal tweets which try to dissuade people from posting
communal content. However, it is observed that such
anticommunal posts are less retweeted and receive less
exposure compared to communal tweets. Hence, a convincing way to counter the communal venom during
disasters is to promote such anticommunal content. In
the second step, we develop a classifier (Section VI) for
automatically separating out anticommunal tweets from
noncommunal tweets (identified in the first level). In this
case also, we rely on some low-level lexical features
to make this classifier event independent. This is the
first study, to our knowledge, that looks at anticommunal
tweets as a practical way of countering adverse effects
of communal tweets.
4) Finally, we develop a system DisCom (http://
www.cnergres.iitkgp.ac.in/projects/disaster_communal_
identifier/) that collects tweet streams posted during
disaster situations and identifies communal and anticommunal content in real time.
Note that, our communal tweet characterization approach
was first proposed in a prior study [9]. This paper extends
our prior work as follows. First, we have proposed a
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rule-based classifier using low-level lexical features to extract
communal tweets and this classifier can be directly used over
any future event without further training. Second, earlier we
had classified users into two categories: 1) originators who
post a tweet and 2) propagators retweeting the content of
originators. In this paper, we not only rely on retweets but also
explore similarity between tweets, their timestamps in order to
identify initiators and propagators more accurately. Rest of the
analysis is performed on these modified groups of users. Apart
from that, we also analyze temporal patterns of the identified
set of communal users to understand their outraging phenomenon. Third, we propose another rule-based classifier to detect
anticommunal tweets and such tweets can be used to neutralize
the effect of communal tweets. We have also developed a realtime system DisCom to automatically identify communal and
anticommunal tweets posted during new disaster events. As a
final contribution, we make the tweet-ids of the tweets related
to all these disaster events and lexicons used in developing
the classifiers publicly available to the research community
at http://www.cnergres.iitkgp.ac.in/disaster
Communal/dataset.html.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Microblogs, online forums, are increasingly being used
by the masses to post offensive content and hate speeches.
In recent times, researchers have put a lot of effort for
automatic identification of such offensive content [1]–[5]. This
section briefly discusses these studies, and points out how this
paper is different from the prior works.
Several studies have attempted to identify online content that is potentially hate speeches or offensive in nature.
For instance, Greevy and Smeaton [10] proposed a supervised bag-of-words (BOW) model to classify racist content in webpages. Along with words, context features are
also incorporated to improve the classification accuracy in
a later version [11]. Chen et al. [12] identified offensive
content in Youtube comments using obscenities, profanities,
and pejorative terms as features with appropriate weightage.
Similarly, cyberbullying was identified by Dinakar et al. [13],
using features like parts-of-speech tags, profane words,
words with negative connotations, and so on. More recently,
Burnap and Williams [1], [14] proposed hate term and
dependence feature-based model to identify hate speeches
posted during a disaster event (the Woolwich attack).
Alsaedi et al. [15] proposed a classification and clusteringbased technique to predict disruptive events like riot. Burnap
and Williams [16] proposed a model to detect cyber hate on
Twitter across multiple protected characteristics such as race,
disability, sex, etc.
In recent times, researchers have analyzed hate speeches,
abusive behavior from social media such as Facebook,
Reddit, etc. Delgado and Stefancic [17] analyzed conditions
such as national values, social contact, etc., which facilitate
hate speeches on internet services such as e-mail, Facebook,
and Youtube. Jaishankar [18] conducted case studies on several
instances of hate on social networking platforms such as Orkut,
Facebook, and Myspace, and analyzed the ways in which
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Fig. 1.

Word cloud of two events. (a) NEQuake. (b) PAttack.

these sources were misused. Schieb and Preuss [19] explored
cases where counter speech to hate was successful and created
a computational simulation model to find the effects that
hamper or aid the influence of antihate speeches on Facebook.
Chandrasekharan et al. [20] designed a novel framework for
utilizing data from multiple online communities such as 4chan,
Reddit, Voat, and MetaFilter to detect abusive posts targeted
to a community.
The present attempt to identify and characterize communal
content in Twitter is motivated by the following two perspectives. First, hate speech can come under various categories
where people target specific characteristics of users such as
gender, race, sex, nationality, religion, ethnicity, and so on.
Prior studies [3] show that most prevailing hate speeches
are targeted toward certain races, while religion-induced hate
speech is very sparse. Hence, a general purpose hate speech
identifier may fail to capture all the nuances of a rare category
(say religion-based hate speech), especially, when tweets from
the rare categories are posted in huge volumes for a short
period of time. We actually demonstrate in this paper that
the classifier proposed in [3] can hardly capture communal
tweets. Consequently, in recent times, researchers focus on
more granular levels of hate speech detection in Twitter. For
example, Chaudhry [2] tried to track racism in Twitter and
Burnap and Williams [1] detected religious hate speeches
posted during the Woolwich attack.
Second, most of the prior studies on hate speech have
focused on content posted in blogs or webpages [4], [7]. On the
contrary, this paper focuses on Twitter, and it has been widely
demonstrated that the standard Natural Language Processingbased methodologies, which have been developed for formally
written text, do not work well for short, informal tweets [21].
Hence, new methodologies are necessary to deal with noisy
content posted on Twitter.
Burnap and Williams [1], [14] detected hate speech (religious and racial) posted during the Woolwich attack using
a BOW model, where n-grams containing specific hate
terms and some dependencies like “det” (determiner) and
“amod” (adjectival modifier) are considered as features.
However, the BOW model has a known limitation—classifiers
based on this model are heavily dependent on event-specific
n-grams extracted from the training data, which might not be
suitable for applying the classifier to different types of events.
For instance, Fig. 1 shows the tag clouds of communal tweets
posted during two different events—the Nepal earthquake
(April 2015) and Paris terrorist attack (November 2015). It is
evident from the figure that the religious community being
targeted, and hence, the vocabularies are significantly different
for these two events. As a result, a BOW-based classifier is
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unlikely to perform well if trained on one of these events and
used on the other. Recently, Magdy et al. [8] used post event
tweets to learn users stances toward Muslims and exploited
preevent interactions, posted tweets to build a classifier to
predict post event stances. However, we observe that overlap
among the users who post communal tweets during multiple
events is very low (Section V). Hence, such user-specific
classifier has very low chance to perform well on future
events. On the other hand, using low-level lexical and content
features (instead of specific terms) can make the classifier’s
performance largely independent of specific disaster events
considered for training as demonstrated in our prior work [22].
These findings motivated us to propose an event-independent
communal tweet classifier.
The focus of almost all the prior works is on identifying
offensive hate speech contents. However, very little efforts
were made to characterize the users who post such contents.
Recently, Silva et al. [3] tried to detect the sources and targets
of hate speeches. However, detailed characterization of users
who post offensive contents is necessary.
Preliminary version of this paper has been published in [9].
In this paper, we have extended it as follows: 1) we have
developed our own classifier to identify communal tweets;
2) characterize users who posted communal tweets during
disaster events in more detail (Section V); and 3) finally,
we propose a method to detect anticommunal tweets and show
how such tweets can be used to neutralize the harmful effect
of communal tweets.
III. DATA S ET
This section describes the data sets used for the study, and
various types of tweets present in the data sets.
We considered tweets posted during the following recent
disaster events:
1) NEQuake: a destructive earthquake in Nepal;
2) KFlood: floods in the state of Kashmir in India;
3) GShoot: three gunmen dressed in army uniforms
attacked the Dina Nagar police station in Gurudaspur
district of Punjab, India;
4) PAttack: coordinated terrorist attacks in Paris;
5) CShoot: a terrorist attack consisting of a mass shooting
at the Inland Regional Center in San Bernardino, CA,
USA.
Note that, the first two events are natural disasters, and
the last three events are man-made disasters. Additionally,
we have considered events occurring in different geographical regions so that this paper would not get influenced
by any kind of demographics. Tweet-ids of these tweets
are made publicly available to the research community
at http://www.cnergres.iitkgp.ac.in/disaster
Communal/dataset.html.
We applied keyword-based matching to retrieve relevant tweets using the Twitter Application Programming
Interface (API) [23] during each event. For example,
to identify the tweets related to the NEQuake event,
we search tweets with keywords like “#NepalEarthquake,”
“Nepal,” and “earthquake,” etc. For each keyword, we collected all the tweets returned by the Twitter Search API.
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TABLE II
S TATISTICS OF D ATA C OLLECTED

TABLE III
G OLD S TANDARD —N UMBER OF T WEETS IN
D IFFERENT D ISASTER E VENTS

Further, we consider only English tweets based on the language identified by Twitter.
For each event, we report the number of tweets collected and the number of distinct users who posted them
in Table II. We describe our communal tweet identification
step in Section IV.
IV. I DENTIFYING C OMMUNAL T WEETS
This section focuses on extracting communal tweets from
rest of the tweets, by developing a rule-based classifier.
A. Establishing Gold Standard
To understand the patterns, specific traits of communal
tweets and evaluate the proposed classifier, we require gold
standard annotation for a set of tweets. For each of the
events stated in Section III, we randomly sampled 4000 tweets
(after removing duplicates). These tweets were independently
observed by three human volunteers, all of whom have a good
knowledge of English. The volunteers were asked to identify
whether a tweet is communal or not.
There was an unanimous agreement for 81% tweets, while
we consider the majority decision for the rest. By this process,
a total of 915 tweets were identified as communal. Table III
shows the number of tweets in gold standard across five
disaster events. From the rest of the tweets, we randomly
sampled the same number of noncommunal tweets to build
gold standard data set.
B. Features for Classification
As stated earlier, we want our classifier to be event independent, i.e., the classifier should be such that it can be directly
used over tweets posted over later events. Hence, we take the
approach of using a set of lexical and content features for
the classification task, which is known to make the classifier’s
performance largely independent of the events considered for
training [22].
We use the first three data sets, i.e., NEQuake, KFlood, and
GShoot as training set. In other words, the tweets from these
three data sets are used to identify discriminating features and
develop our classifier. The other two data sets, i.e., PAttack

and CShoot, are used as test set, to check the performance
of our proposed classifier over future disaster events. Next,
we describe the features used for classification.
1) Presence of Communal Slang Phrases: In order to
develop the classifier, we needed a lexicon of religious
terms and antagonistic hate terms about religion and
related nationality. For this, we considered the terms in
a standard lexicon of religious terms http://www.
translationdirectory.com/glossaries/. However, all these terms are not hate terms; rather, the lexicon
contains many general religion-related terms as well. Hence,
we employed three human annotators (the same who
judged the tweets) to mark the terms in the lexicon as hate
terms or normal religious term. We obtain an unanimous
agreement for 84% of the terms, and for the rest, we follow
majority verdict. Similarly, we collected all the hate terms
related to religion and nationality from a repository of terms
frequently used in hate speeches—www.hatebase.org.
2) Presence of Religious/Racial Negated or Hate Terms:
We detect the presence of any strongly negative term or slang
term in the vicinity of neutral religious terms such as “Muslim” or “Christian.” We use a subjectivity lexicon developed
in [24] to identify strongly negative terms, and we obtain a
standard list of slang terms from www.noswearing.com.
Then, we check whether such terms appear within a left and
right word window of size two each with respect to a religious
term. Thus, presence of phrases like “bastard missionaries,”
“islamic scoundrels,” “jesus f***tards” are identified.
3) Presence of Communal Hashtags: We observed that
some specific hashtags are explicitly used across various events
to curse certain religious communities, such as “#SoulVultures,” “#evangelicalvultures,” “#WeAreThanklessMuslims,”
and “#TweetlikeSecularJamat.” Such hashtags are mostly
present in communal tweets. We ourselves developed a lexicon of such communal hashtags. These lexicons can be
downloaded and used for research purposes.1 Note that these
hashtags were identified by the annotators only from the
training set, i.e., the NEQuake, KFlood, and GShoot data sets.
4) Presence of Religious Terms With wh-Words/Intensifiers:
Sometimes wh-words/intensifiers with neutral religious terms
such as “Muslim” or “Christian” are used to target certain
religious communities sarcastically specially in disaster scenario (e.g., “Why do all the Muslim guys barking endian
endian?? If u dnt knw hw to write english jst dnt write..
#GurdaspurAttack”). Sometimes we also observe that a tweet
that appears to be a normal tweet in the general scenario
can actually become communal in the context of a disaster
(e.g., “Why do Christians pray,” which is a sarcastic comment
on the religious habits of a religious group). We use a
list of intensifiers (so, too, really, · · · · · · · · · ) collected from
Wikipedia.2
C. Evaluating Classification Performance
We compare the performance of our proposed set of features
under two scenarios: 1) in-domain classification, where the
1 http://www.cnergres.iitkgp.ac.in/disaster
Communal/dataset.html
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intensifier
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classifier is trained and tested with the tweets related to the
same event using a 10-fold cross validation and 2) crossdomain classification, where the classifier is trained with
tweets of one event, and tested on another event. In this
case, all the annotated tweets of a particular event are used
to train/develop the model and then it is tested over all the
tweets of rest of the events.
Selection of Classification Model: Performance of a classifier
is heavily dependent on the appropriate model selection. We
now attempt to select the most appropriate model for our
proposed set of features based on some specific criteria.
We consider seven state-of-the-art classification models for
the above set of features: 1) SVM with default RBF kernel
and γ = 0.5 (SVMG); 2) SVM with RBF kernel (SVM);
3) Random Forest (RF); 4) SVM with linear kernel (LSVC);
5) Logistic regression (LR); 6) Naive Bayes (NB); and 7) Rulebased classifier (RL)—here we follow a simple approach—if
any of the above-mentioned features is present in a tweet,
we mark that tweet as communal; otherwise noncommunal.
For each of these models (except rule based), we use
the Scikit-learn [25] package. To judge the performance of
these models on the above-mentioned feature sets, we set the
following evaluation criteria. Each criterion is computed and
averaged over the three training data sets.
1) Average In-Domain Accuracy: Average accuracy of the
classifier across the three events in the training set, as in
in-domain scenario.
2) Average Cross-Domain Accuracy: Average accuracy of
the classifier in different cross-domain scenarios among
the three events in the training set. In this case, we have
six different cross-domain settings.
3) Average Precision for Communal Tweets: Detection of
communal tweets with high precision is a necessary
requirement for the classifier. Hence, we consider average precision across the three training data sets.
4) Average Recall for Communal Tweets: The classifier
should ideally capture all the communal posts, i.e., have
high recall. Hence, we consider the recall averaged over
the three training data sets.
5) Average F-Score for Communal Tweets: F-score of the
classifier indicates the balance between coverage/recall
and accuracy/precision. F-score is calculated as a harmonic mean of precision and recall using the following
equation:

F-score =

2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
.
precision + recall

(1)

We report the performance of different classification models
on the proposed set of features in Table IV. From Table IV,
it is clear that the proposed rule-based classification model
shows slightly better performance compared to other models.3
These results clearly reveal the benefit of working with eventindependent features. All the subsequent results are produced
using the rule-based model.
3 Though the proposed model performs better than the other classifiers,
the improvement is not statistically significant in most cases.
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TABLE IV
S CORE OF D IFFERENT E VALUATING PARAMETERS FOR S EVEN D IFFERENT
C LASSIFICATION M ODELS U SING P ROPOSED F EATURES

D. Comparison of Proposed Approach With Baselines
We use the following state-of-the-art communal tweet detection approaches as our baselines:
1) BUR: A religious and racial hate speech detection
approach proposed by Burnap and Williams [1] using
n-grams(1–5), hateful terms (http://www.rsdb.org/)
and Stanford typed dependencies like “determiner” and “adjectival modifier.”
2) USR: Recently, Magdy et al. [8] have shown that the
past tweet history of users can be used to detect communal
tweets. This method used to preevent interactions (mentions
and replies), contents/tweets (unigrams and hashtags) posted
by users to predict post event stances of these users.
Note that both the baseline methods are supervised, hence
they require training. However, our proposed method is rule
based (unsupervised) and can be used directly over future
events. For training and testing of baseline methods, we have
used the SVM classifier—specifically, the Scikit-learn package [25] with the linear kernel.
Performance of Baseline Classifiers: Table V shows the
performance of the baseline classifiers when trained and tested
on NEQuake, KFlood, and GShoot events.
a) In-domain classification: Here, tweets from the same
event are used to train and test the baseline classifiers and
accuracy is measured using 10-fold cross validation. The
results are shown in the diagonal entries in Table V. The BUR
method performs quite well in case of in-domain scenario and
achieves around 83% accuracy averaged over all the three
events. Given that the USR method does not perform well,
it is evident that users’ past history is not helpful in predicting
future stances.
b) Cross-domain classification: In this case, tweets of
one event are used to train the baseline classifier and then
it is tested over tweets of another event. Results are shown in
the nondiagonal entries in Table V, where the left-hand side
event is used as the training event, and the event stated at the
top represents the test event. In this case, the performance
of the baseline models is often as low as that by random
chance (accuracy 50%). Only in some cases, where the
same community was targeted in both training and test event,
the BUR model achieves around 69% accuracy.
Performance of Proposed Classifier: Table VI shows the
performance (precision, recall, F-score, and accuracy) of the
proposed rule-based classifier on the same three events. Averaged over the three data sets, our proposed rule-based classifier
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TABLE V
C LASSIFICATION A CCURACIES (AC), R ECALL (R), AND F-S CORES (F) FOR C OMMUNAL T WEETS ,U SING BASELINE M ODELS (BUR, USR). D IAGONAL
E NTRIES R EPRESENT I N -D OMAIN C LASSIFICATION , W HILE THE N ONDIAGONAL E NTRIES R EPRESENT C ROSS -D OMAIN C LASSIFICATION

TABLE VI
C LASSIFICATION S CORES (P RECISION , R ECALL , AND F-S CORE )
FOR C OMMUNAL T WEETS AND OVERALL A CCURACY U SING
RULE -BASED C LASSIFIER W ITH P ROPOSED F EATURES ,
FOR THE E VENTS IN THE T RAINING S ET

TABLE VII
C LASSIFICATION S CORES (P RECISION , R ECALL , AND F-S CORE ) FOR
C OMMUNAL T WEETS AND OVERALL A CCURACY U SING RULE -BASED
C LASSIFIER W ITH P ROPOSED F EATURES , FOR F UTURE E VENTS

achieves 94% precision and 91% recall in communal tweet
detection. Thus, it is clear from Table VI that our proposed
method performs significantly better compared to baseline
techniques. This improvement is 17% over method proposed
by Burnap (BUR). Note that, since we define a set of rules
that are independent of the vocabularies used in an event, no
separate training is required for the proposed classifier.
E. Further Analysis of Proposed Classifier
1) Application Over Future Events: As stated in Section I,
our objective is to make the communal tweet classifier independent of the vocabularies used during a specific disaster.
We used NEQuake, KFlood, and GShoot events as a training
set, to learn the patterns of communal tweets. In this section,
we apply the classifier over other two events (PAttack and
CShoot). Table VII reports recall, F-score, and accuracy of
the classifier for these two events. The proposed classifier
achieves very high performance over these two future events
as well. Hence, we see that people follow more or less similar
patterns in targeting different religious communities during
various disaster scenarios.
Note that out of the four features used for the classification
(described in Section IV-B), only one is dependent on terms
derived from the training set—presence of communal hashtags. The other three features are based on our observations
from the training events, but do not use any information
specific to the training events. Additionally, the feature ablation experiments (reported later in Table IX) show that the
presence of communal hashtags is not very important for the

TABLE VIII
M ISCLASSIFIED C OMMUNAL T WEETS P OSTED D URING D ISASTERS

classification. Hence, the performance of the classifier would
not be significantly affected even if we change the training
and test events.
2) Analyzing Misclassified Tweets: For our proposed
method, we have also analyzed different types of errors
i.e., how many times a communal tweet is marked as a
noncommunal tweet or vice versa. Table VI reflects that
we achieve precision of 0.94 over the three training data
sets, which indicates around 6% noncommunal tweets are
marked as communal tweets. On the other hand, an average
recall score is 0.91. 9% of communal tweets is misclassified as noncommunal tweets. Similarly, for these two test
events (Table VII), we achieve precision of 0.93 and 0.90 for
PAttack and CShoot, respectively. In other words, around 7%
and 10% noncommunal tweets are marked as communal ones.
However, recall is relatively high and only 2%–4% communal
tweets are missed out by the classifier.
Marking a communal tweet as noncommunal is a more
serious problem compared to classifying a noncommunal
tweet as communal. Table VIII shows some examples of
misclassified communal tweets. Almost in every case, tweets
are posted in a sarcastic way, i.e., particular communities are
targeted in roundabout fashion. In this paper, we have tried to
capture some part of sarcasm by checking the presence of whwords, intensifiers along with religious terms. However, in the
future, we will try to capture more sarcastic patterns present
in communal tweets considering event/vocabulary-independent
models [26].
3) Feature Ablation: Finally, we attempt to judge the
importance of individual features in the classification, through
feature ablation experiments. One feature is dropped at a time,
and the degradation of the classifier performance (as compared
with the performance using all features) gives an idea of
the importance of the dropped feature. Table IX reports the
accuracy, recall, and F-score of the communal tweet classifier
for feature ablation experiments, averaged over all the data
sets. Presence of communal slangs and religious/racial negated
terms appear to be the most determining factors. However, all
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TABLE IX
F EATURE A BLATION E XPERIMENTS FOR THE P ROPOSED C LASSIFIER .
NONE R EPRESENTS THE C ASE W HEN A LL F EATURES W ERE U SED

Fig. 2.
CDF of retweet count of communal and noncommunal tweets.
Communal tweets are retweeted more. (a) NEQuake. (b) CShoot.

the features together help in increasing the overall accuracy of
communal tweet classifier.
The above results indicate that communal and noncommunal
tweets can be effectively classified based on low-level contentbased features.
V. C HARACTERIZING C OMMUNAL T WEETS
AND I TS U SERS
In this section, we try to understand and characterize
communal tweets and the users who post them. We apply our
proposed classifier described in Section IV, over the data sets;
we refer to the tweets that were categorized as communal
by our classifier as communal tweets (60 000), and the users
who posted them as communal users (48 000). Specifically,
we compare the set of communal tweets and communal users
during a particular event with an equal number of randomly
sampled noncommunal tweets (as judged by our classifier) and
the users who posted them (referred to as noncommunal users)
during the same event.
A. Characterizing Communal Tweets
1) Which Communities Are Targeted?: It is observed that
during disaster scenario, people post communal tweets targeting specific religious communities. Examples of some communal tweets and communities targeted via those tweets are given
in Table X. We observe that these targeted communities do
not remain same across different disasters. During man-made
disasters, like terrorist attacks, common masses mainly target
that community to which attackers are affiliated. Along with
that, some other communities are also targeted. For example,
during Paris attack, Islamic people were the main targets but
Christians were also targeted side by side.
It is interesting to note that users post communal tweets
targeting specific religious communities like Christian missionaries, Muslims, etc., even during natural disasters like
NEQuake and KFlood. During natural disasters, most of
the people target core communities of the affected place
which have been causing harm to the sentiments of other
communities. For example, during Kashmir Floods, Muslims
were targeted as some of the Muslim residents of Kashmir
had maligned a temple of lord Shiva (Hindu mythological
figure) before the disaster occurred. However, in some cases
(e.g., Nepal earthquake), people have specific reasons for
targeting a community due to the behavior and exertion of
certain people of that community during the post disaster
scenario.

2) Popularity of Communal Tweets: In this section,
we check whether communal tweets receive large attention
from people. To measure the popularity of a tweet, we consider
retweet count of a tweet which is a standard metric to
determine its exposure.4 We show the distribution of retweet
counts of communal and noncommunal tweets, for the two
events, NEQuake and CShoot, in Fig. 2. For this study,
we discarded retweets and only considered original tweets.
From Fig. 2, we can see that communal tweets become more
popular compared to noncommunal ones. We observe a similar
pattern for other events.
B. Characterization of Communal Users
We next analyze the users who post communal tweets during
the disaster events. For this, communal users are divided
into following two categories: 1) initiators, users who initiate
communal tweets and 2) propagators, users who retweet the
communal tweets posted by initiators or some other propagators or who copy the content of some initiator and post their
own tweet with minor changes.
We next describe the construction procedure of initiator
and propagator sets and study the properties of initiators and
propagators separately.
1) Construction of Initiator and Propagator Set: For dividing users into initiators and propagators, we need to find the set
of retweets Y of a particular tweet x. The users in set Y would
then be classified as propagators, while the user who posted
x will become the initiator. As per the prototype, tweet x of
user u is said to be propagated by tweet y of user v if y is
formed by copying x, preceding it with RT and addressing
u with @. However, due to the 140-character limitation on
twitter and user’s personal formatting preferences, a significant
number of retweets do not follow this prototype [27]. Users
like to add their own comments and sometimes even skip
acknowledging the original users. As a consequence, some of
the retweets lack distinguishable markers and patterns which
makes their identification difficult [28]. Thus, in order to
get a near-accurate classification of users into initiators and
propagators, there is a need to incorporate the inconsistent
syntax a significant number of users follow while retweeting.
We attempt to minimize error in this classification and try to
find true initiators and propagators. We first compute normalized phrasal overlap measure [29] between all pair of tweets in
4 All the tweets are recrawled after several months from the date of the
events, and hence, such tweets contain more or less final retweet count.
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TABLE X
C OMMUNITIES TARGETED D URING D ISASTER E VENTS

our corpus. This measure is based on the Zipfian relationship
between the length of phrases and their frequencies in a text
collection and is defined as follows:
⎛ n
⎞
m(i ) ∗ i 2
i=1
⎠ (2)
phrasal_overlap_norm(t1 , t2 ) = tanh ⎝
|t1 | + |t2 |
where m(i ) is the number of i -gram phrases which match
in tweets t1 and t2 , n represents the highest n-gram considered for computing phrasal overlap, and |t1 | is the length
of tweet t1 . In (2), higher n-grams get more weight which
also helps in capturing the context as opposed to comparison
of unigrams. We then cluster together the tweets t1 and t2
having phrasal_overlap_norm(t1 , t2 ) ≥ similarity_threshold
using Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm. We define the representative of each cluster as the tweet which was posted first on
twitter among all the tweets of the cluster (i.e., tweet having
the smallest timestamp). Phrasal overlap between two clusters
is defined as the overlap between the representative tweets
of those clusters.5 For a cluster of size k, one tweet (tweet
having the smallest timestamp) is representative tweet and the
rest of the k − 1 tweets are retweets of that tweet. The users
corresponding to representative tweets become initiators and
those corresponding to retweets become propagators. For our
purposes, we take the value of n as 3 and similarity_threshold
as 0.8.6
2) Popularity of Initiators and Propagators: We next investigate popularity of users who post communal tweets during
disaster. Popularity of a user works as a major driving force
in determining the popularity of tweets [30]. We observe
a uniform phenomenon across all the five disaster events—
both common masses (27% having less than 100 followers)
and popular users (10% having more than 10 000 followers)
involve themselves in initiating and propagating communal
content. Especially, some popular communal users belonging
to media houses and politics have several tens or hundreds of
thousands of followers. We provide examples of some such
popular communal initiators and propagators in Table XI.
5 Please note that we remove “RT @user” from the tweet, if present, before
finding the overlap similarity.
6 We have tried different values but this setting provides best result.

TABLE XI
S AMPLE P OPULAR U SERS W HO P OSTED C OMMUNAL T WEETS

TABLE XII
OVERLAP S CORE B ETWEEN I NITIATORS AND P ROPAGATORS FOR
C OMMUNAL AND N ONCOMMUNAL T WEETS A CROSS
D IFFERENT E VENTS

3) Do Initiators Also Work as Propagators?: Next, we try
to figure out whether during a disaster event communal
tweet initiators also play the role of propagators during the
same event. For this, during each event, the SzymkiewiczSimpson similarity score [31] between initiator set and
propagator set is computed. Table XII shows the overlap
score obtained across five disaster events for both communal and noncommunal tweets. For communal tweets,
we obtain a low similarity score of 0.15 averaging over all
the events. Thus, communal tweet initiators hardly involve
themselves in retweeting others contents; rather they are
interested in posting their own views. Interestingly, this overlap score for natural disasters (NEQuake and KFlood) is
twice the score of man-made disasters (GShoot, PAttack,
and CShoot). Generally, in case of man-made disasters,
common masses become angry and they raise their voice.
Hence, initiators hardly involve themselves in propagating
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such tweets. In case of natural disasters, communal sentiment
among the common masses is not instinctive. Thus, initiators
also play the role of propagators in order to activate communal
belief among the people.
However, the overlap between communal initiators and
propagators is less than that of noncommunal initiators and
propagators. For this overlap, we do not observe any significant difference between natural and man-made disasters.
4) User Overlap Across Different Events: We investigate
whether a common set of users involved themselves in
initiating/propagating communal tweets during multiple
events. For this, we considered events that occurred in the
same geographical region (e.g., NEQuake, KFlood, GShoot,
and all of which occurred in the Indian subcontinent).
We found a small set of common users who posted tweets
across all the three events. For instance, communal tweets
are posted during all these three events by initiators as “simbamara,” “RamraoKP_,” and propagators like “IndiaAnalyst,”
“HinduRajyam.” In general, overlap among the communal
users of three events is low (about 5%). This overlap score
is three times higher (about 15%) in case of noncommunal
tweets. We define such common set of communal users as
core communal users.
It is observed that only 22% of the core communal users are
initiators and rest of the users help in propagating communal
content during disaster. We also analyze the influence of such
core users. Around 10% followers of these core users are
popular (having more than 10 000 followers) and popularity
of these users can help in getting wide exposure of communal content posted by core users. Again 5% of these core
communal users are popular i.e., these users have more than
10 000 followers. If such users post communal content then
they have high probability of getting large number of retweets
and exposure.
5) Topical Interests of Communal Users: In this section,
we try to infer topical interests of communal users. Specifically, we attempt to match the interests of communal users to
one of seven broad topics: 1) Media and Journalism (News);
2) Politics; 3) Movies and Entertainment; 4) Writers/Authors;
5) Sports; 6) Religion; and 7) Business. We collected specific
keywords from online sources,7 which help in characterizing
the above-mentioned broad topics. Users whose topics of
interest do not fit into any of the above-mentioned categories
are marked as others.
To perform this analysis, users are divided into two categories: 1) common users, having < 5000 followers and
2) popular users, having ≥ 10 000 followers. Twitter account
bio is used to infer the topical interest of communal users.
We check whether the keywords corresponding to any of the
broad topics stated above are present in their biographies. For
popular users, we not only rely on their biographies but also
use our prior method [32] which can infer topical interest
of popular users. Finally, we match the topical characteristics
with the keywords corresponding to any of the broad topics.
We show the distribution of topical interests of popular
and common initiators in Table XIII. We notice a similar
7 goo.gl/p4CPyX, goo.gl/Iqxo9T
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TABLE XIII
D ISTRIBUTION OF T OPICS OF I NTEREST OF C OMMON AND P OPULAR
I NITIATORS OF C OMMUNAL T WEETS

TABLE XIV
C OMPARING THE P ROFILE B IO AND T WEETS P OSTED BY U SERS W HO
P OSTED C OMMUNAL T WEETS AND O THER U SERS

phenomenon for propagators. Most of the popular initiators
belong to news media and politics. Interest of common masses
is distributed across multiple topics such as news, sports,
politics, religion, etc.
For active users, their profile and the past history can also
be useful in characterizing them. Thus, for further analysis,
we process8 the posted tweets and account bio of communal
and noncommunal users to infer their interest and behavior.
For each category of users, we show top 5 words that
appear in their account bio and posted tweets in Table XIV.
As expected, we find the presence of religion and politicsrelated words in the bio and tweet of communal users. However, we do not find any topic-specific alignment with the most
occurring words in the bio and tweet of noncommunal users.
Such words are either normal chat words or they represent
positive sentiment.
6) Are Common Communal Users Provoking Popular
Users?: Mentioning popular users to improve visibility of
tweets is a common phenomenon on Twitter. Traditional
communication theory states that a minority of users, called
the influentials, excel in persuading others [33]. Thus, mentioning these influentials in the network helps in achieving
a large-scale chain-reaction of influence driven by word-ofmouth [30], [34]. Popular users, i.e., users having a large
number of followers on twitter, are influential, and a retweet by
popular users can help improve the visibility of a tweet [35].
Thus, common users, i.e., users with small number of followers on twitter, often mention popular users in their tweets to
increase the reachability and effectiveness of tweets. Table XV
shows the percentage of times a common user mentioned a
popular user out of the total mentioning instances in communal
and noncommunal tweets, respectively, in case of natural
(NEQuake and KFlood) and man-made (GShoot, PAttack, and
CShoot) disasters.
We found that the percentage of cases in which a common
user (<5000 followers) mentions a popular user (≥10 000 followers) is larger for communal tweets than noncommunal
8 case-folding, stopwords removal, etc.
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TABLE XV
% OF T IMES C OMMON U SERS M ENTION P OPULAR U SERS IN C OMMUNAL
AND N ONCOMMUNAL T WEETS

TABLE XVI
R ECIPROCITY AND D ENSITY OF THE M ENTION AND F OLLOW N ETWORKS
A MONG D IFFERENT G ROUPS OF U SERS

Fig. 3.

CDF of regularity score of communal users.

D. Are the Users Getting Outraged Suddenly?
tweets in the case of man-made disasters and smaller for
natural disasters. While computing these results, we had
used the number of followers of a user as his/her measure
of influence and popularity. It is clear that in the case of
man-made disasters when people are already angry toward
some communities, people try to provoke popular users by
mentioning them in their communal posts. On the other hand,
such trend is less in the case of natural disasters.
C. Interactions Among the Users
In this section, we check the interaction pattern of noncommunal and communal users among themselves. In Twitter,
user u can interact with user v mostly in the following two
ways: 1) v can be mentioned (@mention) by user u in her
tweet and 2) u can subscribe to the content posted by v by
following v.
Two types of interaction networks are constructed among
users: 1) mention network—if user u has mentioned v, we add
a link u → v and 2) follow network—if user u follows
the content posted by v, we add a direct link u → v.
To quantify the level of interaction among the users, two
structural properties of the above-mentioned networks are
measured: 1) density, fraction of number of links present in
a network and all possible links that can be present in a
network and 2) reciprocity, what fraction of directed links are
reciprocated, i.e., v → u and u → v both present in the
network. Mutual friends generally have a high probability to
share reciprocal links.
We report reciprocity and density values for mention and
follow networks among different groups of users in Table XVI.
A similar trend is observed across all the disaster events.
Here, we report the result for two disaster events—NEQuake
and GShoot. From Table XVI, we can see that communal
users form a more dense network among themselves compared
to noncommunal users. Apart from density, we also observe
that reciprocity of both the networks is higher for communal
users. It indicates that a large fraction of communal users are
mutual friends. Thus, there is a significant interaction among
communal users and strongly-tied communities formed by
them in social network.

Previous studies argue that a significant rise is observed
in communal hate online following “trigger” events like disaster [1], [36], [37]. According to them, these trigger events
work as activators to wake up the old feelings of hatred and
negative sentiments toward suspected perpetrators and related
groups. In this section, we check if such a sudden rise exists
in the case of disasters and attempt to quantify it. We are
also interested in finding out whether there exist users who
have a general tendency to post communal tweets irrespective
of the event and situation. In order to perform this analysis,
we study the nature of tweets posted by the communal users
for a particular time period surrounding the disaster which
encompasses general as well as event-specific behavior of the
communal users. Let a user u in our data set first posted a
communal tweet on day d. We define T i meW i ndow(u, d),
corresponding to a communal user u as a list of 31 days,
comprising of 15 days before d and 15 days after d. For each
communal user u, we scrapped all the tweets posted by her
on ∀ d ∈ T i meW i ndow(u, d). We used Twitter Advanced
Search9 utility that can retrieve tweets posted by a user,
given her screen name and a particular T i meW i ndow(u, d).
Our communal tweet detection algorithm is applied on these
tweets which marked the retrieved tweets as communal and
noncommunal. Based on the classification, we define a vector
v for each user u as follows:

1 if user u posted a communal tweet on d + i
v[i ] =
(3)
0 otherwise
where i ∈ [−15, 15].
for each user u, we find her regularity score, ru =
Next,
15
i=−15 v u [i ], where ru defines the number of days user u
posted a communal tweet in her T i meW i ndow(u, d). Fig. 3
shows the cdf of regularity score for NEQuake, GShoot, and
CShoot. From Fig. 3, we observe the following two interesting
phenomena.
1) Most of the users (80–90%) have regularity score <5.
2) There are a small fraction of users (10–20%) having
large values of regularity score (≥5).
9 https://twitter.com/search-advanced
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TABLE XVII

TABLE XVIII

E XAMPLES OF A NTICOMMUNAL T WEETS P OSTED D URING D ISASTERS

E XAMPLES OF C OMMUNAL AND A NTICOMMUNAL H ASHTAGS , W HICH
A RE U SED TO ATTACK OR S UPPORT C ERTAIN R ELIGIOUS
C OMMUNITIES D URING D ISASTERS

Thus, a large fraction of users only get outraged at the time
of disaster and do not express their hatred toward people of
a particular religion or race otherwise. However, there are a
few users who repeatedly post communal tweets irrespective
of any trigger event. We define them as regular communal
users. These phenomena also agrees with what prior works
found [37].
1) Overlap Between Core Communal Users and Regular
Communal Users: We next find the overlap between core communal users (Section V-B4) and regular communal users using
Szymkiewicz-Simpson similarity [31]. For Regular communal
users with ru >= 5, we find an overlap score of 0.44 and
for ru >= 10, we obtain an overlap score of 0.22. These
regular communal users play the role of core communal users
in posting communal tweets across multiple events.
VI. C OUNTERING C OMMUNAL T WEETS D URING
D ISASTER S CENARIO
During a disaster event, when the masses are anxious,
communal tweets may propagate venom among different religious communities and thus complicate the relief operations.
Since OSM like Twitter work as important sentinels during
disasters [22], shutting down online media during disasters is
not a reasonable solution. On the other hand, if communal
content is allowed to circulate freely and get large exposure,
antigovernment agencies can use such communal content for
propaganda, causing certain religious communities to panic.10
Hence, communal tweets posted during disasters need to be
countered, so as to minimize their potential adverse effects.
In this section, we discuss a potential way of countering the
communal tweets.
Utilizing Anticommunal Tweets: During disasters, most of
the people post communal tweets. However, it is observed that
some users also post anticommunal content, asking people not
to spread communal venom among society. Some examples of
anticommunal tweets posted during different disaster events
considered in this paper are shown in Table XVII. We also
found that just as some communal hashtags are introduced
to target certain religious communities, certain other hashtags are introduced to support those religious communities.
Table XVIII shows some examples of hashtags of both types.
10 For instance, after the mass shooting incident in California in
November 2015, the American Muslims had to live in fear of demonization
of Islam, according to the report by Reuters—https://t.co/GzMonqK9Js.

Thus, a potential way of countering communal content
would be to utilize such anticommunal content. For this,
first question arises about automatic identification of such
anticommunal tweets.
A. Identifying Anticommunal Tweets
In Section IV, we have proposed a rule-based classifier to
detect communal tweets from large set of tweets. After separating out communal tweets, we try to capture anticommunal
tweets from rest of the tweets.
1) Establishing Gold Standard: To understand the pattern
of anticommunal tweets and define the rules for its detection,
we require gold standard annotation for a set of tweets.
For each event, first, we used the communal tweet classifier
(proposed in Section IV) to identify communal tweets. Then,
from rest of the tweets, we randomly sampled 2000 tweets
(after removing duplicates). These tweets were independently
observed by three human volunteers, all of whom are regular
users of Twitter, have a good knowledge of English. The
volunteers were asked to identify whether a tweet is anticommunal or not.
There was an unanimous agreement for 78% tweets, while
we consider the majority decision for the rest. By this process,
a total of 196 tweets were identified as anticommunal. We can
observe that very less number of anticommunal tweets are
posted during such events. In fact, we were able to identify anticommunal tweets only for three events—NEQuake,
GShoot, and PAttack. For the other two events, no example
of anticommunal tweet was found. Some examples of anticommunal tweets are shown in Table XVII. From the rest of
the tweets, we randomly sampled the same number of nonanticommunal tweets to build our training data set.
2) Features for Classification: As mentioned earlier, our
main objective is to make our classifier independent of any
specific event, i.e., the classifier should be such that it can be
directly used over tweets posted over later events without further training. Following communal tweet classifier approach,
in this section also, we rely on using a set of lexical and
content features for the classification task. We describe the
features next.
a) Presence of anticommunal hashtags: While observing
the three data sets, the annotators found that some specific
hashtags are explicitly used across various events to post
anticommunal tweets and ask users not to post communal contents, such as “#RespectAllReligion,” “#MuslimsAreNotTerrorist,” “#ThisisNotIslam,” and “#NothingToDoWithIslam,”
“#stopit.”
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TABLE XIX

TABLE XX

C LASSIFICATION A CCURACIES (AC), R ECALL (R), AND F-S CORES (F)
F OR A NTICOMMUNAL T WEETS ,U SING BOW M ODEL

C LASSIFICATION S CORES (P RECISION , R ECALL , AND F-S CORE ) FOR
A NTICOMMUNAL T WEETS AND OVERALL A CCURACY U SING
RULE -BASED C LASSIFIER W ITH P ROPOSED F EATURES

b) Presence of collocations: Some collocations are frequently used in anticommunal tweets across all three data
sets, such as “nature doesn’t discriminate,” “has no religion,”
“terrorism defies religion,” etc.
c) Mentioning multiple religious terms: The aim of anticommunal tweets is to ask people to treat all religions equally.
Thus, either they do not mention religious terms explicitly
or they mention multiple religions so as to create a sense
of unity, e.g., “WTF people are trying to save their life and
this MORONs Tweeting Hindu Christian Muslim #earthquake
#NepalEarthquake.”
We make the above-mentioned lexicons publicly
available to the research community at http://www.
cnergres.iitkgp.ac.in/disasterCommunal/data
set.html. In the future, we will try to enrich this lexicon
set based on co-occurrence with current lexicons. We follow
a simple rule-based classification approach to classify the
tweets into two classes based on the features described
above. If any of the above-mentioned features is present in
a tweet, we mark that tweet as anticommunal; otherwise
non-anticommunal.
3) Evaluating Classification Performance: We compare our
proposed features (PRO) with the BOW model where we
take unigrams as classification features and Naive-Bayes as
classifier. Prior research [38] showed that the Naive-Bayes
model performs better compared to others when unigrams and
bigrams are chosen as features. BOW is a supervised model;
hence, requires training. Our proposed method is rule based
and can be applied directly to any future event. Table XIX
shows the accuracies (AC) of the classifier using the BOW
model and Table XX shows recall, F-score of anticommunal
tweets, and overall accuracy of our proposed rule-based classifier. We compare the performance of two feature sets with
different classification models (rule based and Naive-Bayes
based). The BOW model achieves 75% in-domain accuracy
(training and testing events are same) but does not perform
well in cross-domain setting (training and testing events are
different). Our proposed method performs better compared to
vocabulary-dependent model.
4) Analyzing Misclassified Tweets: For our proposed
method, we have also analyzed different types of errors
i.e., how many times an anticommunal tweet is marked as
non-anticommunal tweet or vice versa. We achieve precision
of 0.76 over three data sets, which indicates around 24%
non-anticommunal tweets are marked as anticommunal tweets.
On the other hand, Table XX reflects that average recall
score is 0.95. 5% of anticommunal tweets are misclassified as
non-anticommunal tweets. It is observed that during disaster

TABLE XXI
M ISCLASSIFIED A NTICOMMUNAL T WEETS P OSTED D URING D ISASTERS

anticommunal tweets are posted in very low volume compared
to other tweets. Hence, objective of the classifier should be
high recall so that we can utilize such tweets in maintaining
communal harmony during emergency. Table XXI shows some
example of misclassified anticommunal tweets. In most of the
cases, explicit signal for anticommunal tweets are missing.
In the future, we will try to capture such implicit senses and
also try to enhance our feature sets.
B. Characterizing Anticommunal Tweets and Its Users
In this section, we study the anticommunal tweets and the
users who post them. We apply the classifier described in the
previous section, over the data sets; tweets which are identified
as anticommunal by our classifier are referred as anticommunal tweets and the users who posted them as anticommunal
users. Specifically, we compare the set of anticommunal tweets
and anticommunal users during a particular event with an equal
number of randomly sampled communal tweets (as judged by
our classifier) and the users who posted them (referred to as
communal users) during the same event.
1) Do Anticommunal Tweets Get Similar Exposure as Communal Tweets?: As earlier, we measure the exposure or popularity of a tweet by its retweet count. Fig. 4 shows the distributions of retweet count of communal and anticommunal tweets
posted during two of the disaster events. We observe that
anticommunal tweets are significantly less retweeted compared
to communal tweets. We obtained a similar observation across
all events.
We next investigate why anticommunal tweets get less
popularity compared to communal tweets. Our first intuition
was that the users who post communal tweets might be
more popular than the ones who post anticommunal tweets.
To verify this, we compared the distributions of follower
counts of users who post communal tweets and users who
post anticommunal tweets during the same event. Fig. 5 shows
the comparison for two events (similar results were obtained
for all other events). It is clear that both sets of users have
very similar follower counts. Thus, variation in user-popularity
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Fig. 4. Comparing the popularity of communal and anticommunal tweets—
communal tweets are much more retweeted than anticommunal tweets.
(a) NEQuake. (b) GShoot.
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To evaluate the quality of our identified communal and anticommunal tweets, we used human feedback since judgment of
a tweet as communal or anticommunal is subjective in nature.
The evaluators were shown 50 communal and anticommunal
tweets (randomly sampled from the whole identified set), and
were asked to judge whether a communal or anticommunal
tweet is really so or not. 15 human volunteers (institute
undergraduate students) individually judged 50 communal
and anticommunal tweets identified by our service from the
PAttack event. Out of 50 tweets, more than 80% and 70%
were judged as proper communal or anticommunal tweet,
respectively, by all the evaluators.
VIII. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 5.
Comparing the popularity of users who post communal tweets
and those who post anticommunal tweets—both types of users have similar
follower count distributions. (a) NEQuake. (b) GShoot.

cannot explain why anticommunal tweets get lower exposure
than communal tweets.
We find that the number of distinct users who post anticommunal tweets is much lesser than the number of users who post
communal tweets. As a result, other users receive much lesser
exposure to such tweets. We believe that an effective way
of countering communal content would be to automatically
identify anticommunal tweets, and to promote such tweets
by getting more and more users (preferably popular users) to
retweet them. Additionally, proper wording of tweets are also
necessary to make them popular. In the future, we will try
to promote and increase the popularity of such anticommunal
tweets.
VII. D IS C OM : C OMMUNAL T WEET I DENTIFIER
D URING D ISASTER
As stated earlier, the focus of the research community
has been mostly on the situational information posted
in Twitter during a disaster scenario, such as extracting
and summarizing situational tweets [22], [39], [40]. There
exist online systems to classify situational tweets [39]
whereas there is no existing service to identify communal
and anticommunal tweets from the large collection of
tweets. Based on this identification, a system can filter
communal tweets and take necessary actions to promote
anticommunal tweets. Hence, we have developed DisCom
(http://www.cnergres.iitkgp.ac.in/projects/
disaster_communal_identifier/), a service where
one can collect tweets corresponding to a disaster scenario
based on keywords and hashtags (e.g., #NepalEarthquake
in the case of Nepal earthquake), identify communal and
anticommunal tweets and accordingly take necessary actions
like filtering or promoting some contents.

To our knowledge, this paper is the first attempt in the
direction of characterizing communal tweets posted during the
disaster scenario and analyzing the users involved in posting
such tweets. We proposed an event-independent classifier that
can be used to filter out communal tweets early. We also
found that communal tweets are retweeted heavily and posted
by many popular users; mostly belong to news media and
politics domain. Users involved in initiating and promoting
communal contents form a strong social bond among themselves. Additionally, most of the users get angry suddenly
due to such kind of events and express their hates to specific
religious communities involved in the event. We observe that,
during a disaster, some users also post anticommunal content
asking people to stop spreading communal posts, and it is
necessary to counter the potential adverse effects of communal
tweets. We have proposed an event-independent classifier to
identify such anticommunal tweets. However, we have found
such anticommunal tweets are retweeted much less compared
to communal tweets and they are also very few in number
compared to communal tweets. Finally, we proposed a realtime system DisCom which can be used directly in the
future disaster events to identify communal and anticommunal
tweets.
A. Limitations of the Study
Our work has some limitations as follows.
1) We collected only English tweets posted during disaster events using some specific event based keywords.
Hence, some domain-specific biases may exist in the
data set. Additionally, the features for communal tweet
classifier were developed based on the analysis of
disaster-specific tweets. Hence, some of the features
like “presence of wh-words/intensifiers with religious
terms” may not be suitable for any general kind of
event. Side by side, tweets posted in other languages
may contain different kinds of patterns as compared to
English tweets.
2) The users analyzed in this paper are also identified from
the data set collected through keyword search. Hence,
there might be some bias among these users as well.
3) We observed that number of distinct anticommunal
tweets is much less in number. In this paper, we are able
to collect around 200 such tweets (from 6000 annotated
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tweets) from three data sets. Side by side anticommunal
tweets do not follow any specific pattern and it varies
across disasters. In this paper, we captured some common collocation phrases, hashtags used for such kind of
tweets. However, this number is less due to availability
of small number of anticommunal tweets. In the future,
we will try to enlarge our proposed set of lexicons.
4) Tweets are known to be informally written and noisy in
nature, containing misspellings, abbreviations etc. In the
future, we will handle these variations to improve our
classifiers.
5) In this paper, we found that some users post more
communal tweets after a disaster event, as compared to
before the event. Any kind of “trigger events” like disasters may increase the volume of social media activity in
general. However, due to lack of data collected before
an event, we could not check whether the increase in
communal posts is proportional to the overall increase
in activity in Twitter after such an event.
B. Future Directions
We believe that our present study has many potential future
applications. For instance, the proposed communal tweet classifier can be used as an early warning signal to identify
communal tweets, and then celebrities, political personalities
can be made aware of the situation and requested to post
anticommunal tweets so that such tweets get higher exposure.
We need to promote anticommunal content via mentioning
popular celebrities, political persons. Our real-time system
DisCom can be used by the Government in taking decisions
regarding filtering communal content, promoting anticommunal content etc. We plan to pursue some potential directions
of countering communal tweets in the future. This paper
also raises many intriguing social questions like “interaction
between communal and anticommunal users,” “demographic
biases,” etc. We will try to address these questions in the
future.
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